we believe, they have not met with the approval of the
Faculty after a long continued consideration; this change
in the South Building requires from us so large an amount
of our present available space while they are making, that
it will be well nigh impossible to execute them. Besides
the building is an old one, and its walls are in such a
state as render the practicality of the changes proposed
at least very doubtful. Still, it must be admitted that
if adopted they will add much to the architectural beau
ty of the buildings we have. So also for his suggestions
concerning the Chapel they will render it a handsome
building, although old. The additional room they af
ford is desirable, still it is further desirable that as
much of the capacity of the house as possible be availa
ble for seating our assemblies. Another plan proposed is
to remove the porch now on the south to the north side
of the Chapel and to have two doors at this end. A
aisle may then be put between the doors, and the
seats be arranged continuously in a semicircular form
and view as they recede from the greater portion.
A gallery may be on three sides of the house, one on
the south, east, and west. It is very desirable whether
the roof of the Chapel will sustain a dome or is recom
mended by W. Davis.

It has also been suggested that an additional buildi